
6.13 Computers in the retail industry   

List the applications of barcodes 
 

 Library book system 

 Administration systems 

 Passport/ID cards 

 Some burglar alarm systems 

 Equipment checking systems 

 Automatic stock control system 
 
Describe the use of point of sale (POS) terminals, how the stock file is 
updated automatically, and How new stock can be ordered automatically 

 

 Barcodes are attached to all the items sold by the supermarket 

 Each barcode is associated with a stock file which contains details such as 

price, stock levels, production description – the barcode will act as the 

primary key in the file 

 A customer takes their trolley/basket to the EPOS terminal once they have 

completed their shopping 

 The barcode on each item is scanned at the EPOS 

 The barcode is searched for on the stock file record by record until a 

match is found 

 Once the barcode has been found, the appropriate record is accessed 

 The price of the item is then found and sent back to the EPOS together 

with the product description 

 The stock level for the item is found in the record and is reduced by 1 

and the new stock level is written to the file 

 

 If the number in the stock is equal to or less than re-order level then 

the computer automatically add the item in the order file or supplier 

file with the help of barcode link 

 Once goods have been ordered the item is flagged on the file to 

indicate an order has been placed; this now prevents re-order action 

being triggered every time this item is scanned until the new stock 

arrives 

 When new goods arrive, the barcodes on the cartons will update the 

stock files. 



 

 The above procedure is repeated until all the items in the customer’s 

basket/trolley have been scanned 

 When all the items have been scanned, the customer is given an itemized 

bill 

 The computer also updates the files containing the daily takings 

 

  
Describe the use of electronic funds transfer at point of sale (EFTPOS) 
terminals 
 
Describe internet shopping 
 
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of internet shopping 

 

 

Already covered in 6.9 

 

 


